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素問 13 

移精變氣論篇第⼗〸十三 

Moving Essence and Transforming Qì 
 

LINE ONE 

（⼀一）⿈黃帝問⽈曰： 

（⼆二）余聞古之治病，惟其移精變氣，可祝由⽽而已。 

（三）今世治病，毒藥治其內，針⽯石治其外。或愈或不愈。何也？ 

1) The Yellow Emperor asked: 

2) “I have heard that when the ancients treated disease, by merely shifted the jīng and 
transformed the qì. They were able to ‘call on [the shén] for the source,’1 and that was the end 
[of the disease]. 
3) In the present age, when people treat disease, toxic medicinals treat the patients’ inside while 
needles and [lancing] stones treat their outside. Some are cured, some are not. Why is that?” 
 

 
Translation Notes: 

• 祝由: This term is crucial for an understanding of the entire chapter. Its exact meaning is 
difficult to pin down. 祝 is used in the Shuō Wén Jiě Zì 說文解字 to define 巫, which is 
usually translated quite appropriately as “shaman.” In other words, 祝 refers to the 
activity of communicating with the spirits (鬼神), or later with Heaven 天, by dancing, 
invoking the spirits, calling them down, embodying them, and receiving instructions. As 
reflected in the Shang period oracle bones and early texts, these figures played a key 
role in advising both patients and rulers. Female shamans, called 女巫, are believed to 
have danced in trance until the spirit entered their body and they became possessed, 
while male shamans (called xí 巫 with the radical 見) presided over ancestral sacrifices 
and similar ceremonies and prayed to the spirits or Heaven requesting advice and divine 
assistance. The close connection between medicine and shamanism in ancient times is 
reflected in texts like the Zhōu Lǐ 周禮 where the ancient physicians are all referred to 
as “Shaman so-and-so.” Another indication is that the character for medicine, now 
written as 醫 with the radical 酉 meaning “liquor” or “decoctions” (below depictions of a 

                                                
1 祝由: This is a big can of worms and almost impossible to translate. It is a technical term referring to an 
ancient treatment method that involves communicating with the shén for the purpose of treating disease. 
My understanding of this entire chapter is informed, more than anything else, by this term. The connection 
to the conclusion in the very last line is obvious. The Wenlin definition of “witch-doctors treat disease by 
prayer” is entertaining at best. Karlgren’s explanation of 祝 as “the speaker at the religious 
ceremony” gets us further. In any case, 祝 refers to a way of communicating with the shén 神 
(however we want to translate that term, as “Spirit” in the sense of 神明, or “spirits”?) to get to the 
origin of the disease and thereby treat it. 
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spear tip next to a hand, referring to needles and manual treatments), was originally 
written with the radical 巫 “shaman” instead of 酉. 

• The character 祝 is a combination of 示 shì (“altar”, i.e., religious activity, sacrifices, 
perhaps an image of Heaven sending something down, or of an altar dripping with blood) 
with a mouth and a person underneath. It thus clearly refers to communicating with the 
spirits through prayers and ritual, explaining the situation and trying to get divine 
blessings and protection and removing a potential curse (咒 zhòu, a significant cognate 
of 祝. Texts like the 千金翼方 “Appended Formulas Worth a Thousand in Gold”, vol. 29 
and 30 mention the four methods of supernatural treatments: 符咒禁禳 (talismans, 
curses, prohibitions, and exorcisms). 

• 由 yóu means “come from” or “germination” or “origin,” and is most likely the depiction of 
a sprout emerging from a fruit stone. In the present context, most scholars believe that it 
refers to the origin and initial manifestation of a disease, i.e., the etiology of a particular 
condition. An alternative explanation interprets 由 as identical with 從 “to follow.” 

• Regarding attitudes towards 祝由 and other forms of spiritual therapies as a treatment 
modality, several passages in the Nèijīng already distinguish between spiritual and non-
spiritual intervention, denigrating the former. For example, 『拘於鬼神者，不可以言至
德』 “If you adhere to ghosts and spirits, you cannot call it utmost dé.” Similarly, in the 
biography of Bian Que in the 《漢書》, 『信鬼不信醫，六不治也』 “Belief in ghosts but 
not in physicians is the sixth of the incurable conditions.” Nevertheless, in the Táng 
dynasty, 祝由 was still the name of one of the thirteen official departments of medicine 
in the imperial medical bureaucracy. In the early Míng period, it was still retained in the 
Imperial Hospital 太醫院 but in subsequent reforms eliminated, along with 按摩 
(massage). 

• The relationship of 祝由 to later treatment methods like 說醫 (“talking medicine) or 講
病 (explaining disease), as it is called in the Wang Fengyi system of “Virtue Healing” is 
in need of further research. 

• 移精: According to Dr. Long Rihui, 精 should here be read as an abbreviation for 精神 
(“essence spirit”). As a result, “shifting the essence” means to shift the patient’s mental 
state. Parallel to this, 變氣 “transform the qì,” describes the effect of making the qì flow 
freely, referring specifically to the 營衛之氣, provisioning and defense qì. 

• 治其外 “treat their outside”: This is a reference to the early use of acupuncture needles 
and lancing stones to manipulate the patient’s outer layers, most notably the 
musculoskeletal structures. 

 

 

LINE TWO 

（⼀一）岐伯對⽈曰： 

（⼆二）往古⼈人居禽獸之間，動作以避寒，陰居以避暑，內無眷慕之累，外無伸宦之形。 

（三）此恬憺之世，邪不能深⼊入也。 

（四）故毒藥不能治其內，針⽯石不能治其外。 
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（五）故可移精祝由⽽而已。 

1) Qí Bó answered: 
2) “In the past, the ancients lived among the birds and beasts. They moved actively to avoid the 
cold and remained in the shade to avoid the heat of summer. Inside [their homes], they did not 
get tied up in sentimental family attachments, outside [i.e., in society], they did not over-exert 
themselves in servitude. 
3) In such a tranquil undisturbed world, evil was unable to enter deeply. 

4) Therefore, toxic medicinals were not right for treating their inside, and needles and stones 
were not right for treating their outsides. 

5) Therefore, they were able to move the essence and ‘invoke the source,’ and that was the end 
[of their disease]. 

 
Translation Notes: 

• 伸宦: An alternative explanation of this compound would be “stretch themselves too far 
in search for government office.” 

 

LINE THREE 

（⼀一）當今之世不然，憂患緣其內，苦形傷其外，又失四時之從，逆寒暑之宜，賊⾵風數⾄至
，虛邪朝⼣夕，內⾄至五藏⾻骨髓，外傷空竅肌膚。 

（⼆二）所以 ⼩小病必甚，⼤大病必死，故祝由不能已也。 

1) Now regarding the world today, it is not like this. Worries and troubles confine patients’ 
inside, while physical suffering harms the outside. Moreover, people have lost the ability to 
follow along with the four seasons, and they go against what is suitable for cold and summer-
heat. Bandit wind often “strikes the target,” and morning and night [we see] vacuity or evil, 
internally striking the five zàng organs and bone and marrow, and externally damaging the 
empty orifices and the skin and muscles. 
2) For this reason, minor conditions invariably become serious, and major conditions invariably 
lead to death. Therefore [the practice of] ‘invoking the source’ is unable to stop them.” 
 

LINE FOUR 

（⼀一）帝⽈曰： 

（⼆二）善。 

（三）余欲臨病⼈人，觀死⽣生，決嫌疑，欲知其要，如⽇日⽉月光，可得聞乎？ 

1) The emperor said: 

2) “Excellent. 
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3) I would like, when attending a patient, to cast away all doubts in observing whether they will 
live or die. I would like to know the crux [of medicine], clear as the rays of the sun and moon. 
May I hear about this?” 
 

LINE FIVE 

（⼀一）岐伯⽈曰： 

（⼆二）⾊色脈者，上帝之所貴也，先師之所傳也。 

（三）上古使僦貸季理⾊色脈⽽而通神明，合之⾦金⽊木⽔水⽕火⼟土四時⼋八⾵風六合，不離其常，變化相
移。 

（四）以觀其妙，以知其要。 

（五）欲知其要，則⾊色脈是矣。 

（六）⾊色以應⽇日，脈以應⽉月，常求其要，則其要也。 

（七）夫⾊色之變化，以應四時之脈，此上帝之所貴，以合於神明也，所以遠死⽽而近⽣生。 

（⼋八）⽣生道以⾧長，命⽈曰聖王。 

1) Qí Bó said: 

2) “The color and vessel flow is what Shàng Dì values and what the teachers of old have 
transmitted. 

3) In high antiquity, the ancients made Jiù Dàijì2  discern the [diagnostic] patterns in the color 
and vessel flow and [thereby] penetrate to the shén míng, linking them to metal, wood, water, 
fire, and earth, the four seasons, eight winds, and six unifications,3 without straying from the 
constant, with changes and transformations shifting into each other.  

4) By means of this, they observed the subtleties [of the patient’s color and pulse], and by means 
of this, they knew the crux. 

5) If you want to know this crux, then the color and vessel flow are it! 
6) Using the color to correspond to the day, using the flow in the vessels to correspond to the 
month, constantly searching for the crux, this then is the crux. 
7) Now the changes and transformations in the color as it corresponds to the flow in the vessels 
[in relation to] the four seasons, this is what Shàng Dì values. It is the crux to linking up to the 
shén míng (spirit brightness). It is also the means by which you stay far form death and close to 
life. 
7) Thereby lengthening the Dào of life, this is what people call a “Sage King.” 

 
LINE SIX 

                                                
2 A famous physician and ancestral master of Qí Bó’s lineage. 
3 六合: Four directions and up and down. 
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（⼀一）中古之治病，⾄至⽽而治之，湯液⼗〸十⽇日，以去⼋八⾵風五痹之病。 

（⼆二）⼗〸十⽇日不 巳，治以草蘇草荄之枝，本末為助，標本已得，邪氣乃服。 

（三）暮世之治病也則不然。 

（四）治不本四時，不知⽇日⽉月，不審逆從。 

（五）病形已成，乃欲微針治其外，湯液治其內。 

（六）粗⼯工凶凶，以為可攻，故病未已，新病復起。 

1) As for the treatment of disease in mid antiquity, they treated after the disease had struck, by 
giving decoctions for ten days to get rid of the diseases of the eight winds and five bì 
impediments. 
2) If the disease was not stopped in these ten days, they treated it with the side branches of the 
above-ground and below-ground parts of herbs. With the assistance of roots and top parts [of 
plants], they obtained the tip and root [of the disease]4 and the perverse qì submitted. 

3) Now as for the treatment of disease in our current age of decline, it is not like this. 
4) Treatment is not rooted in the four seasons, and [the treating physician] neither knows [the 
specific state of] the sun and moon nor discerns whether it is a case of going with the proper flow 
or against it.5 

5) It is only after the disease has already materialized that [practitioners] want to use fine needles 
to treat the outside and decoctions to treat the inside. 

6) This is a coarse craft and quite ferocious, taking this [approach] to attack [the disease]. 
Therefore before the [old] disease is stopped, a new disease has already arisen.” 

 
LINE SEVEN 

（⼀一）帝⽈曰：願聞要道。 

（⼆二）岐伯⽈曰：治之要極，無失⾊色脈，⽤用之不惑，治之⼤大則。 

（三）逆從到⾏行，標本不得，亡神失國。 

（四）去故就新，乃得真⼈人。 

1) The emperor said: “I would like to hear about the crucial Dào.” 
2) Qí Bó said: “The crucial ridgepole in treatment lies in not losing sight of the color and vessel 
movements and using these without confusion. This is the great rule of treatment. 

                                                
4 I.e., they dealt with both symptoms and root of a condition to treat it in its entirety. 
5 逆從: I.e., whether the patient is following the natural flow of things or pattern of transformation 
according to the cycles of yinyang, five phases, etc. or going against it. This can also refer more 
specifically to the qi flow, whether the qi is going against the flow, in other words, so this means that they 
are unable to diagnose pathology in the pulse. It is, lastly, clearly also a reference to above, “Moreover, 
people have lost the ability to follow along with the four seasons and go against what is suitable for cold 
and summer-heat.” 
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3) When going against the flow and following the flow are reversed, the tips and roots [of 
disease] cannot be obtained. The shén perishes, and the country is lost. 

4) Only by getting rid of the old and making room for the new can you achieve the state of being 
a zhēnrén.6” 

 
LINE EIGHT 

（⼀一）帝⽈曰：余聞其要於夫⼦子矣，夫⼦子⾔言不離⾊色脈，此余之所知也。 

（⼆二）岐伯⽈曰：治之極於⼀一。 

（三）帝⽈曰：何謂⼀一？ 

（四）岐伯⽈曰：⼀一者，因得之。 

（五）帝⽈曰：奈何？ 

1) The emperor said: “I have heard about the crux from you! What you have said does not depart 
from [observing] the complexion and [taking] the pulse. This is what I do know.” 

2) Qí Bó said: “The ridgepole of treatment lies in the One.” 
3) The emperor said: “What do you mean by the One?” 

4) Qí Bó said: “As for the One, because of it you obtain [the shén].” 
5) The emperor said: “How is this possible?” 

 
Translation Notes: 

• 一 “the One”: What this refers to exactly has always been interpreted in many different 
ways. Does it refer to the fundamental oneness between Heaven and Earth and 
Humanity? Or does it refer to 由, to the root cause of disease, as in the compound 祝由? 
A last possibility suggested by many scholars is that oneness can be equated here with 
神, whether translated as “Spirit”, as “spirits” or as a vaguer sense of numinosity. In any 
case, the importance of understanding the shén (通神) is widely recognized and 
reiterated in classical literature as the ultimate goal of diagnosis -- or political, personal, 
and general enlightenment! This ability is expressed in the capacity for 觀 guān 
(“observation”), insight into the underlying structures (理 lǐ) behind the ever-changing 
manifestations of qì in the universe or its various microcosms,  

 

LINE NINE 

（⼀一）岐伯⽈曰： 

（⼆二）閉⼾戶塞牖，系之病者，數問其情， 以從其意。 

                                                
6 真⼈人: A person with advanced personal cultivation skills, translated variably as “perfected person,” 
“realized person,” or even just “Daoist immortal.” A person who has realized their true nature and 
who is a true embodiment of the Dào, perhaps? 
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（三）得神者昌，失神者亡。 

（四）帝⽈曰：善。 

1) Qí Bó said:  
2) “Close the doors and block the shutters. Tie yourself to the patient, frequently ask [the patient 
about] his or her emotions, and use these to follow [the patient’s] intention. 
3) If you obtain the shén, [the patient] will flourish. If you lose the shén, [the patient] will 
perish.” 
4) The emperor said: “Excellent!” 

 
Translation Notes: 

• 系之病: Literally, “tie yourself to the patient,” this seems to instruct the physician to 
establish an intimate connection with the patient, to completely dial in to the patient’s 
mental and emotional state. 

• 情: This term can be read either as “emotions” (as it is used in most contexts) or as 
“conditions” in a more general sense, like the modern term 情況. 


